
The Study of signs
• = anything which 'stands for' something else 

(words, images, sounds, gestures & objects) 

• Semiotics = 'the study of signs, signification & 
signifying systems' (Stam et al.)

• Semioticians  how meanings are made

• ‘The central concerns of semiotics are: the 
relationship between a sign and its meaning; & the 
way signs are combined into codes' (Fiske & 
Hartley)



Semiotic analysis
• Analysis of textsscrutinise various signs in a text 

to characterise their structure & identify potential 
meanings'. 

• A 'text' can exist in any medium and may be 
verbal, non-verbal, or both.

• A text = assemblage of signs (such as words, images, sounds 

&/or gestures) constructed (& interpreted) with ref to the 
conventions associated with a genre & in a 
particular medium of communication. 



Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) 
• Father of linguistics   Cours de Linguistique 

Générale (1964)

• Rejects positivist conception of language as one 
of simple correspondence to physical world. 

• Words exist primarily in relation to one another, 
before they exist in relation to an object. 

• "Language is thought coupled with sound".



Saussure's sign

• SIGN = SIGNIFIER
 + SIGNIFIED

• Distinction between langue (language) & parole 
(speech). 

– Langue = system of rules & conventions which is 
independent of, & pre-exists individual users; 

– Parole = its use in particular instances.



The sign
• Signifier  = the material (or physical) form of the 

sign - something which can be seen, heard, 
touched, smelt or tasted. 

• Signified = a mental construct / concept - not a 
material thing at all. 

• Relationship between signifier & signified referred 
to as 'signification',  represented in Saussurean 
diagram with double-headed arrow. 

E.g. Word ‘tree’ = sign

Ser= letters t-r-e-e  Sed = concept of tree



Characteristics of the sign
• Inseparability    No sign - or meaning - without 

both a signifier & a signified.

• Arbitrariness of sign No necessary, inherent or 
'natural' connection betw signifier & signified – 
(betw sound or shape of a word & the concept to 
which it refers). 

– Relationship is purely conventional - dependent on 
social & cultural conventions.

– 'The word tree means what it does to us only because 
we agree to let it do so'



Charles Peirce - ‘semiotic triangle' 

• Representamen/Sign vehicle : the form which the sign 
takes (not necessarily material)

• Interpretant/Sense: the sense made of the sign

• Object/Referent: what the sign 'stands for'



•Broken line at base to indicate there is not 
necessarily any observable relationship 
between sign vehicle & referent. 

•Unlike Saussure's abstract signified, referent 
is an object in the world (including abstract 
concepts, fictional entities & physical objects)



3 modes

of relationship between signifier/sign vehicle 
& signified/sense+referent

• Symbolic
• Iconic
• Indexical



Symbolic relationship

• A mode in which the signifier does not 
resemble the signified but is 'arbitrary' or 
purely conventional 
– relationship must be learnt (e.g. word 'stop', red traffic 

light, national flag, number)



Iconic relationship
• A mode in which the signifier 

physically or perceptually 
resembles or imitates the 
signified (recognisably looking, 
sounding, feeling, tasting or smelling 
like it) 
– is similar in possessing 

some of its qualities (e.g.  
portrait, diagram, scale-model, 
onomatopoeia, 'realistic' sounds 
in music, sound effects in radio 
drama, dubbed film soundtrack, 
imitative gestures)



Indexical relationship
• A mode in which the signifier 

is directly connected in some 
way (physically or causally)  to the 
signified 
– link can be observed or inferred 

(e.g. smoke, weathercock, 
thermometer, clock, spirit-level, 
footprint, fingerprint, knock on door, 
pulse rate, rashes, pain).



Denotation, Connotation & Myth
• Denotation  = the "first order of signification". It 

describes the relationship within a sign between 
the signifier (physical aspect) and the signified 
(mental concept).

• Connotation  = relates to a 2nd order of 
signification referring to the associated meaning 
which may be conjured up by the object signified.

• Ideology & Myth  = 3rd  order of signification 
(combination denotation/connotation) naturalise 
cultural assumptions



Roland Barthes (1915-1980)
• French philosopher
• Le degré zéro de l’écriture in 1958. 
• Thesis - Systèmes de la mode (1969)

– Fashion = a system with double articulation like 
language. Buttons, sleeves, pockets, length, 
ornaments = varying elements used to attract the 
attention of people = phonemes.

• Mythologies (1957)
• La Rhétorique de L’Image (1964)



Sapir-Whorf hypothesis 
• Edward Sapir - Language (1921)

– content of language is intimately related to culture (v/s 
Saussure who says "language exists only insofar as it is 
actually used - spoken and heard, written & read“)

• Linguistic determination = language directly affects 
way people think about & see the world. 
–  e.g. Eskimos have much more words to describe snow 

allows Eskimo people to “see” snow differently than speakers 
of other languages. 

– women’s vocabulary for colours, tints & shades more 
extensive than men’s



Ethnolinguistics 
• Learn about how members of a culture perceive, 

organise & deal with world thru understanding of 
categories represented in particular language (e.g. 
Lexicon)
– the sorts of EXPERIENCES members have; 
– how members organise & perceive SPACE; 
– how they comprehend TEMPORAL reality; 
– how they structure their SOCIAL LANDSCAPE
– how differences in language use & structure can indicate 

importance of different SOCIAL SITUATIONS, or 
existence & degree of SOCIAL SEGMENTS.



Ethnolinguistics
• Examples:

– The Nuer  of Sudan > 400 words to describe 
cattle to indicate differences in colour, size, 
body shape & configuration of horns are 
pastoralists & depend on cattle for survival, for 
ceremonies and social functions

– Technological language. USA & advanced 
countries  have larger vocabulary referring to 
technology


